November 1, 2017
Prof. Brian H. Lower
Editor, ScienceBites
The Ohio State University
School of Environment & Natural Resources
210 Kottman Hall
2021 Coffey Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210 (USA)
Re: Revised Manuscript Version 2
Dear Dr. Lower,
Please find my revised ScienceBite manuscript below. I received 2 peer reviews and a review
from a teaching assistant. I have read their reviews and addressed all their concerns in my
revised final manuscript. I am grateful for the insight provided by two anonymous peers, as well
as the teaching assistants and editors. You will find a detailed description of how I addressed the
concerns of my reviewers below.
Respectfully,
Brutus B. Buckeye
Reviewer 1 Comments:
Reviewer 1 had very positive feedback, and had very little suggestions for editing.
Reviewer 1 felt that my ScienceBite was intriguing and very informational. There was one
comment from Reviewer 1 that I addressed below.
1. The article was somewhat didactic so if the whole function of the piece is to
teach, then that would be fine. At the same time some readers could still get
confused by the statistics. I would suggest simplifying as stated above.
I reviewed the statistical portion of my manuscript to further analyze if my statistics
were too in depth or confusing for a reader. I did not feel that my statistical listings
were too complex for an average reader. Therefore, I did not revise this section of my
manuscript as I feel that simplifying this section would take away from the overall
conclusions made in the experiments I discussed.

Reviewer 2 Comments:
1. The sentences feel kind of choppy and the writing doesn’t flow very well. The
paragraphs can feel like a string of facts, and don’t feel extremely connected to
each other. They don’t have introductory or conclusion sentences that help with
transitions.
I re-read my manuscript a few times to analyze whether or not my writing felt choppy
and unconnected. I feel that my manuscript flowed well and connected the topics
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throughout the paper efficiently. Reviewer 1 also commented that my manuscript
flowed extremely well, and that it was very easy to see where I was going with each
paragraph. In response to this comment, I did not revise my manuscript.
2. I think even though there is a glossary at the end of the article, some more
explanation could be used in the article itself to make it a better teaching tool.
In reviewing my manuscript, I scrutinized the explanations included with the
information that I provided throughout my writing. I feel that I included ample
explanations for the experiments, theories, and general information that I provided
regarding the Zika Virus. Reviewer 1 also stated that I provided a great deal of
information and explanation about the disease. In addition to this, Reviewer 1 also
stated that I was descriptive and informative when describing microcephaly and how
it could be obtained. Based on these circumstances, I did not revise my manuscript to
include more explanation.
3. Figure 2 references Zika as ZIKV, which could be somewhat confusing without
an explanation, since the article only refers to it as Zika.
To address this concern, I included a set of parenthesis specifying that Zika Virus is
also referred to as ZIKV. This revision can be found in my revised manuscript on
page 1, line 1. This hopefully will clear up any possible confusion in regards to
Figure 2 referring to Zika Virus as ZIKV. I thank the reviewer for their attention to
detail, and noticing something that could have possibly confused future readers.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Modified the manuscript text based on comments made by the reviewer
Deleted instructions that were unnecessary
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Article Title

Zika Virus: an agent for Microcephaly in newborns

Article Preview/“Teaser”
The Zika Virus is an emerging global health emergency. How strong is the true relationship
between Zika Virus and Microcephaly? Epidemiologic studies continue to broaden our knowledge
regarding the virus that is sweeping across the globe.
Full Article Text
Zika Virus (ZIKV) is causing unrest across the globe. As cases continue to emerge in varying
countries, the threat of Zika Virus becomes more and more serious. There are countless areas
around the globe that are at risk for Zika transmission (Figure 1). The virus is categorized as a
single-stranded RNA flavivirus.

1,2,3,5

The virus originated in the forests of Uganda. It was isolated

from an infected rhesus monkey that inhabited the Zika Forest, hence the name of the virus being
the Zika Virus.

4,10

Outbreaks of Zika Virus have been documented in a number of different

locations. Tropical Africa, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific Islands are the most notable outbreak
8

locations. And outbreak of cases in the Americas have also recently been reported (Figure 2).
Scientist suspect that there are other outbreak locations as well considering there have probably
been cases that have failed to be reported properly.
Zika Virus is primarily transferred to humans through mosquitos. Typically, the bite of an infected
Aedes aegypti or an Aedes albopictus mosquito (Figure 3). transmits the virus into the host’s
bloodstream. The infected mosquitos are majorly females.

5,10

This specific type of mosquito

species prefers to bite humans and therefore inhabits areas that are densely populated with
humans. The mosquitos contract Zika Virus through feeding on already infected hosts, and then
proceed to further spread the disease by biting new hosts.

8

Transmission from mother to child a threatening possibility when it comes to Zika Virus. A pregnant
woman can contract Zika during pregnancy and pass it on to her fetus. A previously infected
woman may also pass the Zika Virus on to her child once she becomes pregnant. The virus can be
passed throughout the duration of the pregnancy or passed to the child around the time of birth.

8

Other forms of Zika transmission come through sexual contact, blood transfusions, and lab
exposure. Zika can be passed from one partner to another through sex, regardless of if the infected
person is showing symptoms at the time of sexual contact. In addition, if an infected host is a blood
donor, it is completely plausible that the virus be transferred through blood transfusion. Although
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this form of transmission is rare, it has been reported. Despite the fact that the exact form of
transmission is unknown, there have been minimal cases of contraction of the virus through lab
exposure as well.

1,4,8

As Zika Virus rapidly spreads across the globe, the threat of the virus to pregnant women and their
unborn babies becomes evident. The most crucial stage for cerebral development in fetuses is
during the first trimester of pregnancy. Thus making infection with Zika Virus during this stage
strongly associated with microcephaly. Women infected with the virus early on in pregnancy are
at a significantly higher risk of seeing birth defects offspring.

1,4-6

Children born with microcephaly

commonly have a head circumference smaller than the average circumference for the age or
gestation. Children with significant microcephaly, meaning the head circumference is at least three
standard deviations below the mean measurement, are at risk for developmental delay, cognitive
impairment, and a number of other serious complications.

1

Extensive studies have been conducted in varying areas of the globe to propose concrete links
between Zika Virus and microcephaly in children. Epidemiologic studies have been directed in
6

areas of recent outbreaks of the virus. In an area of French Polynesia, an extensive study took
place to suggest a relationship between the development of microcephaly and Zika Virus. French
Polynesia was home to the most immense Zika outbreak prior to the recent outbreak of the virus in
the Americas. Scientist analyzed a couple different sets of data. Both serological and surveillance
data was searched through exhaustively to begin to estimate the likeliness of contracting Zika
during each week of the epidemic. Medical records over the span of September, 2013 to July, 2015
were also searched to discover any cases of microcephaly reported.

6,9

This data was then used to

make simple models to discover the risk periods of pregnancy when Zika is most likely to extend
9

the risk of microcephaly. In conclusion, during the months of October 2013, and April, 2014, eight
cases of microcephaly were reported.

2-4

Seven of the eight reported cases occurred between

3

March 1 to July 10, 2014. Scientist concluded that the occurrence of these cases of microcephaly
was due to contraction of the virus during the first trimester of pregnancy, known as the period of
risk. The risk of contracting microcephaly through Zika Virus was concluded to be 2 cases per
10,000 fetuses.

4,5

While the risk for contracting microcephaly through Zika was 95 cases per

10,000 fetuses in women who were infected during the first trimester (Table 1). The study resulted
in a quantitative estimate of the risk of contracting microcephaly in fetuses born to mothers with
Zika Virus.

9

Small animal experiments have also become increasingly popular suggesting the relationship
between Zika Virus and microcephaly. Scientist subcutaneously infected five to six week old mice
7

with human Zika strains from French Polynesia along with the original Zika strain. All mice in the
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7

study began to lose weight by only the fifth day of the study. Before succumbing completely to the
virus, all mice developed signs of neurological disease including hind-limb weakening and
paralysis. All mice eventually reached lethality around 10 days after being infected with the virus
(Figure 4).

7

Zika was also injected into the abdomen of pregnant mice to examine how Zika causes
abnormalities in fetuses. It became evident that brain cells in the ventricular zone (VZ), subventricular zone (SVZ), and intermediate zone (IZ) tended to not divide as much as normal.

1-3

Infected fetal brains also showed reduced layer thickness in the VZ and SVZ zones. Neurological
3

progenitors were reduced in infected brains as well. Through examining the process course of
Zika in pregnant mice, it became evident that the virus crosses the fetal-placental barrier. It then
aims for the neuronal progenitors. This can be done by terminating or impairing the progenitors.
This suggests a causation of microcephaly and cerebral defects in animal models and humans
(Figure 5).

3

The cure for Zika Virus is in the beginning stages of exploration. Through animal studies, it has
been discovered that numerous vaccine approaches are feasible. Virus crippling vaccines modeled
1

off of Yellow Fever and Dengue viruses are showing promise in future cures. DNA and
1

recombinant protein subunit vaccines are being further researched as well. Virtually, the most
effective way to prevent contracting Zika Virus is to avoid being bitten by any and all mosquitos.
8

Pregnant women are advised to cease travel to infected areas of the world. The Center for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is actively tracking the outbreak of Zika across the globe.

2-4

Lab samples are being examined on a daily basis to gain more knowledge on the virus. Disease
detectives and public healthcare providers are being educated on the symptoms and risks of Zika
8

Virus to increase the identifying and reporting of the virus. Some of the world’s brightest minds are
working together to find a cure.

Search words
Zika Virus, Microcephaly, Aedes mosquito, The Center for Disease Control and Prevention,
pregnancy, flavivirus
Figure Legends for accompanying illustrations, tables, graphs, and photographs
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Figure 1
The paths taken by Zika Virus as it spreads across the globe through transmission of the Aedes
mosquito. Retrieved from C. Chang, Journal of Autoimmunity, April 2016.
Figure 2
Zika Virus is rapidly spreading around the world, putting millions of people at risk for contracting
the virus. Figure modified from B. Phillipe, BMC Medicine Journal, 2016.
Figure 3
An adult Aedes Mosquito. Retrieved from M. Cortez and L. Lochner, Washington Post, June 23,
2016.
Figure 4
Graphical representation of an experiment that includes infecting mice with Zika Virus. This
diagram shows the virus’ path of spreading and the inevitable outcomes the mice reached when
infected with the virus. Retrieved from H. Lazear, Cell Host and Microbe Journal, May 11, 2016.
Figure 5
Graphical depiction of a female mouse and her offspring being infected with the Zika Virus (blue
dots). This depiction shows the exact part of the brain that is infected with the virus, eventually
leading to decreased surface area of the cortex (Microcephaly) in fetuses. Retrieved from H.
Nguyen, Cell Research Journal, July 2016.
Table 1
Conclusions of a scientific observation in French Polynesia regarding the prevalence and risk of
contracting microcephaly in consequence of being infected with Zika Virus during various periods
of pregnancy. Retrieved from S. Cauchemez, The Lancet Journal, May 2016.
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Glossary
Zika Virus- a single stranded RNA flavivirus transmitted to humans largely through mosquito
bites.
Microcephaly- a disease causing children to be born with head circumferences three standard
deviations below the mean measurement.
Abdomen- the stomach or part of the body bearing all digestive organs.
Neurology (Neurologic)- having to do with nerves and the nervous system.
Neuronal Progenitors- self-renewing cells that are responsible for producing the main
phenotype of the nervous system.
Ventricular Zone- known as the germinal zone placed at the walls surrounding the ventricles,
where most neurons of the higher brain are created.
Sub Ventricular Zone- the secondary proliferative zone that is home to the neural progenitor
cells.
Intermediate Zone- region of the spinal cord gray matter located between the posterior and
anterior horns.
Fetus- an unborn human offspring eight weeks after conception.
Lethal (Leathality)- harmful or destructive, able to cause death.
Flavivirus- RNA viruses of anthropoid vectors (insects, spiders, or crustaceans) that are well
known for causing detrimental human diseases.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2

Figure 3
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Figure 5
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